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s the potter Otto Heino regaled suc
cessive clusters of admirers with 

tales of his rediscovery of the secret 

ingredients of the lost Chinese yellow 

glaze, and his World War II exploits as a 8-

17 waist gunner. a trim man stood back 

and quietly smiled amid a bonanza of 
hand-thrown bowls, bottles. cups and 

plates made by Otto, now 91, and his late 
wife. Vivika. 

The quiet man was Forrest L. Merrill, 

who loaned all but four of the works in the 

exhibition ··The Art of Vivika and Otto 

Heino," which opened in December at the 

Mingei International Museum in San 

Diego.• About 70 ceramic pieces, thrown 
and glazed mostly in southern California 

were on display. I Otto is still working at his 

pottery in picturesque Ojai, in the foothills 

east of Santa Barbara.) They are part of 
Merrill"s collection of works from about 
20 artists. with special focus on mid-20th

century contemporary crart thrown. 
forged, lathed, enameled and woven in 

California. Nobody, not even Merrill him

self, knows how many pieces he owns; 
they outgrew his modest Bay Area bun

galow a long time ago and reside mostly 

in storage when not on loan. The general 
belief among curators and craft artists 
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interviewed for this article is that Merrill's 
collection is one of the largest and most 

important of its kind in the country. 

Merrill·s fondness is for vessels-··My 
aesthetic is right here:· he explains. cup

ping his hands together, mimicking the 

size and shape of many of the Heino bowls. 
··vou can put your heart in them. The fact 

that they"re not utilitarian doesn't mean 
they aren't useful, to the eye or to the
heart."

Vivika Heino died in 1995, after 45 years 

of working collaboratively with Otto. They 

married in 1950, the year Merrill bought the 
first pieces in his collection. He was a junior 

in high school in Glendale, near Los Ange
les, when he purchased a five-piece, frost
ed slumped-glass salad set made by Glen 

Lukens. the University of Southern Califor

nia ceramics guru. Merrill paid $40, mon
ey he·d earned mowing lawns. "Tm very 

proud of the fact that I discovered the 50s 
in 1950, and not 1985," he remarks jovially. 

At first. the young Merrill wasn't quite 

aware that he was witnessing the dawn of 

a movement in which a small group of Cal
ifornia ceramists, wood turners, furniture 
makers and metalsmiths were defining 

their work in terms of truth to materials 

and honesty of form. That movement pro-

duced a well-defined California crafts 

aesthetic that was partly a back-to-the 

earth reaction to modernism's influence 

on the fine arts. The West Coast ceramists 

stood apart in their embrace of stolid 

plainness of form and function, yet they 

still made groundbreaking advances in 

materials and technique. Marguerite 

Wildenhain, studied at the Bauhaus 

before World War II, was instilling her 

strictly disciplined throwing and firing 

methods in workshops at Pond Farm, 

her pottery north of San Francisco. 

Bernard Leach, the renowned English 

potter. returned from Japan to lecture 
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and write about that country's ancient tra
dition of producing fine crafts for everyday 
use. Laura Andreson·s ceramics classes 
thrived at UCLA, and eventually both 
Heinos taught at the Chouinard Art Insti

tute and use. ··11 was a period that held 

such a lot of promise:· recalls Kay Seki
machi, the weaver and widow of the wood 

turner Bob Stocksdale. She·s a good 
friend of Merrill's. and he collects her 
work. "Things were happening, we were 

all emerging. A number of us were really 

making crafts into an art form:·

By the time Merrill graduated from 

high school, in 1951, he had a nascent col-

CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE: DAVID 

GILHOOLY-Figure, date unknown, 

ceramic, 8 inches high; JUNE SCHWAR

CZ-#809 Vessel, 1981. electroplated 

copper, patinated, 61/2 inches diameter;

KAY SEKI MACHI-Bowl, date unknown, 

unspun flax, paper, gold metallic, 31/2 

inches high. OPPOSITE PAGE: PETER 

VOULKOS-Plate, ca. 1956, ceramic, 

slip, stencil, 103/, inches diameter. 
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